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Gymfinity's Mission & Values

Gymfinity's Mission: Verb Present ends in ING a child to their potential; then inspiring them to surpass it!

Values:

GROWTH

For people and organizations, there can be no status quo. If we aren't Verb Present ends in ING ourselves and

Gymfinity, we are sliding Adverb .?

TRUST

Trust can be built regardless of another person's feelings or actions toward us. We often think Noun is

built by Adjective gestures at crucial moments in our lives, but trust is typically built with simplicity and

small actions. Like Noun Plural filling a jar. Each action fills the jar.

TEAMWORK

We can Verb Base Form far more together than we can apart. 1+1 = 3 Working together can help us further

our Noun better and faster.

COMMUNICATION

It's critical for us to move forward with open and effective communications. If you have a Noun and

keep it to yourself, it's your problem. However, if you Noun it, we can work together to find a solution.

ENTHUSIASM

Show a passion for everything you do! Enthusiasm attracts people to you and makes Proper Noun a fun

place for staff, students and parents. Keep in mind that the kids you teach often look forward ALL WEEK to the

class



Pronoun are teaching. Bring it for them EVERY Adjective TIME!

RESPECT

Respect for the Noun Plural , their parents, each other and the business must be unconditional. This

includes also, self Noun . This can be done by always presenting yourself in a professional manner in

every situation. Additionally, how we talk to each other (and about each other). Proper Noun about

co-workers or parents solves no problems and shows disrespect. Use " Noun " and "teamwork" to

problem solve.
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